Company Profile

Intro.

In2uitions is a branding company set off to fulfill
every corporation's requirements to be able to
follow up with the globalization and the technology
implementation in its daily business life.
We offer a high range of services covering all
aspects of technology and graphic design trends.

150+

30+

180+

Satisfied Clients

Global Recognition

Completed Projects

Never-ending list of satisfied clients as of 2009
including Multinational Organizations.

From Thailand to the United States, we have
delivered projects in more than 30 Countries
around the world

We have delivered more than 180 projects
ranging within our services and field of expertise.

Web Design & Development
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Our Services.

Just like physical architecture, a website must have a solid
blueprint, a durable foundation, and be easily accessible by
more than just a majority of people. Its structure should be
built according to a firm standard, or it will fall apart.
Of course, the website's facade should portray brand
continuity. So we're not just web designers or web
developers. We're Web architects.

Mobile Apps Design & Development
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From Strategic planning and UX/UI design through to frontend development, back-end integration, testing and
delivery, In2uitions has it covered.
We understand that every customer is different and offer
bespoke mobile solutions to suit the individual needs of our
consumer and enterprise client.
In2uitions has been set off to reply to these intuitive needs
that each and every corporation requires in order being able
to follow up with the globalization and the technology
implementation in its daily business life.

We develop native mobile applications on IOS and Android.

Social Media Marketing Services
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We help you find your audience online, gauge the demand
for your services or products, then take advantage of that
demand. We are comprehensive in the sense that we not
only bring your relevant traffic, we can also help you make
the most of that traffic.

Our Services.

Online Media Services Include: Search Engine Optimization
(SEO), Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram, Google+, LinkedIn…) Marketing, Email
Marketing, Pay-Per-Click Marketing.

Branding & Graphic Design Services
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Our brand development strategy focuses on creating strong,
active brand awareness through visual cohesion and
momentum.

The world is moving from the traditional business practice to
more advanced, time saving and controlled management
system. In2uitions makes this simple fact closer to any type
of business by developing the right software that match up
with the management requirements to have a more relaying
system that becomes a daily need for the company.

We can help you inspire your market to action, so your
business will thrive. Exceptional branding goes beyond
simple logo design and marketing.
Our Branding Services Include: Brand Creation, Brand
Development, Rebranding, Corporate Identity.

Work
Techniques.
A high standard product or service can never be delivered to a client unless the project has been implemented without omitting any of the phases of development while a
good amount of interaction between the client and In2uitions should exist in each and every phase.
Following each phase of work, In2uitions meet with the client to identify deviations and amendments if any.
With this strategy, corrections and errors are limited to the beginning stages of development before product delivery.
The client involvement in these phases is the key element to the success of the end user product.

Data Gathering

Data Analysis

Design UI / UX

Early stages of the project, the client and
In2uitions have their first introductory meeting
where the client explains his needs and provides
In2uitions with all information available at hand
giving the opportunity to our Team to understand
as much as possible the requirements of the
client, and his expectations from the product or
service he is buying.

In2uitions Teams meet internally to understand
and analyze all the data gathered from the client.
At this stage, In2uitions study the options of the
client, providing him with a set of solutions that
are the most suitable to his requests.
After Analysis is complete, a meeting is set again
with the client to show him all the proposals and
explain to him all pros and cons with each option,
leaving the client with the option to choose the
best solution that meets his demands.

The client gives his approval to what was
proposed, and the project implementation phase
starts. Our Creative Designers develops
conceptual designs of the software or the website
for the client to have a general idea of what the
final product will look like. Concepts are
forwarded to the client for integration of any ideas
or comments he might have.

Work
Techniques.

Web / App Development

Testing

Support & Maintenance

Returned inputs from the client are used as a
base for corrections and system development
where In2uitions apply with high level of
professionalism the expertise its personnel have
to come up with a final product that usually
exceeds our client’s expectations. The product is
then forwarded to the client for testing.

When the product is finished from the
development phase, the client and our team will
test the end result for a period of time that will be
sufficient to discover all errors, bugs and
mistakes for the final software/website to be
released. Again at this phase the interaction of
the client with In2uitions will be very important to
finalize the product before delivery.

Because we care, our products are guaranteed
for a specific period of time where we maintain
the products to keep our clients satisfied even
after the whole project is delivered.
In2uitions is well known for after sales service,
where the people involved with the projects
answers the requirements of the clients in a
timely manner and with the same level of
satisfaction the client has received from us.

Our
Partners.

Key Brands
We Work With.

Key
Projects.

The following projects are completed or being developed

Corporate / Platforms
Simple & Complex
Corporate Websites and Platforms

Unicef
NeuroDB.
Analytical Platform
http://www.neuro-db.org
Complex Analytical Data Manipulation
External API Data Sync / Parse

Neuro DB is a platform with the main purpose of
collecting and analyzing data provided by Unicef
Partners on different programs as well response to
crisis.
The platform features, data analysis, geographical
mapping, infographic elements as well as live
synchronization with other platforms to retrieve
data.

Unicef
SDQ.
Data Collection Platform
http://www.measuringwellbeing.org
Web & Mobile Platform / Complex Workflows
Offline Data Sync / Storage (Mobile App)
Roles & Permissions

SDQ is a platform composed of a web and mobile
app specifically created to allow partners and
collectors to collect data on site.
The data can be collected through the mobile app
which can be used online and offline and
synchronizes data to the server when internet
connection is available.
Data will get analyzed and exposed through charts
and reports as required.

ITG
Holding.
+17 Subsidiaries corporate minisites
http://www.itgholding.com
Complex Website Structure
Full SEO Optimization
Advanced Search Engine

Information Technology Group (ITG) is a Lebanese
holding company. We combine an array of
autonomous affiliates dedicated to providing a large
portfolio of solutions and services in the MENA
region.
In2uitions completed a complex corporate website
for ITG Holding and its 17 Subsidiaries mini sites
including all SEO features, marketing presentations,
and digital signatures.

AlJaber
Engineering.
Corporate Company Website
http://www.jec.qa
Complex Website Structure
Full SEO Optimization
Careers Platform / Transactional Emails

AlJaber Engineering (JEC) is a leading general
contractor based in the State of Qatar. Established
in 1995 as part of Al Jaber Group a major
conglomerate with over 40 companies JEC has
gained a reputation for its successful large-scale
turnkey projects for many prestigious clients in a
variety of sectors.

Midis
Energy.
Multinational Energy Group Website
http://midisenergy-kohlersdmo.com

Started in 1989, to serve the telecom market with
generator installations, the relationship between
Midis and SDMO developed quickly to cover the
complete GCC area, via Midis Energy subsidiaries
targeting a large variety sectors.

Vresso
Qatar.
Multinational Industrial Kitchens Website
http://www.vresso-qatar.com

A dynamic company specialized in the commitment
to quality for the Foodservice & Laundry Equipment
Industries. Quality is infused into everything we
do. We provide our expertise to hospitality
operations, food service professionals and laundry
facilities.

Cinewaves
Films.
Films Distribution Company Website
http://www.cinewavesfilms.com
Netflix-Like UI / UX

CineWaves Films a fast growing distribution
company in the Gulf region, based in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, and works constantly on the
acquisition of the freshest titles which are made by
both of the strongly coming talents and outstanding
filmmakers in the Arab World. As well as,
distributing the freshest.

Klareo.
Delivery Management Solution Website
http://www.klareo.com
Onepage Technique
Night Mode

Klareo Delivery is a cloud platform offering you
solutions for managing your urban and regional
transportation activities. Benefit from end-to-end
visibility, track your activities (regional warehouses,
relay stores, point-of-sales, transport fleet, ….) from
one central interface and manage delivery hazards
in real-time.

E-Commerce
E-Commerce Websites
& Subscription Based Platforms

Daze.
E-Commerce Furniture Website
http://www.daze-me.com
Multi Store / Multi Location
Multi Language

Offering a palette of contemporary furniture
collections that ranges from smart luxury to chic
Mediterranean, Daze brings a touch of life to every
home with 6 different furniture lines bursting with
colors, stylish mood and convenient designs.

460 eStore.
E-Commerce Technology Website
http://www.460estore.com
Inventory Sync with Stock Management Platform
Whatsapp Business Integration

460 e-store affiliated to ITG Group is an online store
supplying all consumer-oriented IT products
including: Notebooks & desktops, tablets, imaging &
printing solutions such as printers, multi-function &
scanners, UPS systems, cameras and camcorders,
office equipment such as fax machines and copiers,
and all the related accessories in addition to a wide
range of personal care items such as Hair & Body
care products.

Home
And Beyond.
E-Commerce Home Products Website
http://www.homeandbeyond-lb.com

Home & Beyond offers a wide range of Carefully
Selected products for homes and gardens.
H&B attractive and exclusive brands are American
or European and cater to modern and well-travelled
demanding customers.
They are reasonably priced and offer good valuefor-money.

Scabrou.
Hospitality Products & Services Directory
http://www.scabrou.com
SaaS / Elastic Search (Algolia Search)
Recurring Payments + Credit Card Tokenization
AI Chatbot + Auto Response + Data Collection

The way people search today online has changed.
There’s a go to source for any imaginable industry,
sector or resource online.
We spend countless hours searching for suppliers
and products for restaurants and hotels through
larger search engines without getting the results
we’re looking for in time.
Scabrou was built to help that ecosystem.

The Luxury
Market.
E-Commerce Fashion Clothing Website
http://theluxury-market.com

The Luxury Market – TLM is a one-of-a-kind ecommerce outlet platform in the Arab world,
featuring luxury clothing and accessories for women
at discounted prices.

5index.
Business Directory Website
& E-Commerce Platform
http://www.5index.com
SaaS / Elastic Search
Recurring Payments + Credit Card Tokenization
Offline App + Matrix Reporting

5 Index is a Lebanese Online Business Directory
where users can search by category to find any
business in Lebanon. Categories include hotels &
tourism, automotive, business services, sports, and
much more!

Direction
Barcelona.
E-Commerce Travel Website
http://www.direction-barcelona.com

Direction Barcelona is a Travel Agency with the
purpose of providing its clients with everything they
need to experience Barcelona in one place.
Their dedicated team is passionate about ensuring
you enjoy this amazing city to the fullest according
to your taste and budget.

Hawa
Music.
E-Commerce Music Products Website
http://www.hawamusic.net

Established in 1949, Hawa Music has become one
of the leading music establishments in Lebanon.
Offering a wide range of products and services,
whether it is after-sale maintenance, professional
music courses and many more, Hawa Music forged
a name that represents excellence and
professionalism.

B-Design.
E-Commerce Furniture Website
http://www.b-design.co

B-Design store is the ultimate design address
offering marvelous objects that underline wealth and
sophistication all year long.
B-Design products can be shipped all over the
world.

Mobile Apps
Informational & Location-Based
Mobile Apps

Taanayel Les
Fermes.
M-Commerce Shopping App

Taanayel Les Fermes, the leading Dairy Company in
Lebanon provides you, dear customers, with a delivery
service that permits you to place your orders in the comfort
of home.
Your favorite, 100% natural and healthy dairy products will
reach your doorstep : fresh !

Difco Group.
M-Commerce Shopping App

We at Difco are proud of the role we play in people’s lives
and we are forever grateful to be in the business of bringing
to the world the simple yet undeniable pleasures of a really
good bite.
And the good news is that we are now bringing our products
to your doorstep with our online delivery service.
We are DIFCO,
A different kind of goodness

Baqala
Express.
M-Commerce Shopping App
Multi Language
User / Driver / Admin Apps
Live Tracking (Firebase)

Baqala Express is a end to end platform which allows users
to order groceries from nearby stores.
The app was created for AlMarai (a leader brand in KSA)
and is composed of two sides (Client and User) and
provides the user with the capability to track his order live.

Daze.
M-Commerce Shopping App
Dynamics Navision Stock + Order Sync

Daze features quality furniture at affordable prices available
across to Lebanese showrooms in Corniche El Mazraa,
Bekaa and Jounieh and four KSA showrooms in Riyadh,
Jeddah, Takhassosi and Khobar.

Weather
Of Lebanon.
with more than 300K Downloads, ranked #1 on IOS and
Android Stores in the weather category in Lebanon
Free + Premium Features
Data Sync + Parsing with 3 Different APIs
In-App Purchases (Subscription Model)

Weather of Lebanon app is designed exclusively for
Lebanese local weather forecast with a simplified,
comprehensive, and familiar design for users.
It should be pointed out that forecast info are based on multi
weather maps analysis and assessments.

Vital Signs
Vital Skills.
Targeted for physician, this app helps in targeting
different areas of Burnout and Wellness
Complex Assessment Workflow
SaaS Platform
Webinars Platform

VSVS offers one-on-one and group consultations with
individuals, hospitals, and corporations on all of its five
topics. VSVS offers guidance, practical applicable solutions,
and helps develop the working force into a self-sustaining
and successful company/hospital asset.

HereWePunch.
Smart Attendance System based on Beacon
Technology
IOT Technology Usage (Beacon)
SaaS Platform
GeoLocation Smart Attendance

HWP Corporate is a smart mobile-based and entirely handsfree, employees’ attendance system. Every employee’s
mobile phone acts as an automatic punch-in device when
walking into the work premises.
All attendance data is uploaded in real time to the Human
Resources’ servers, providing the Administrator with
information on the Estimated Time of Arrival of each
employee.

City
Ambulance
Services.
CAS was created to be used by emergency first
responders in the United States
Live Communication (Firebase)
GeoLocation Tracking (API Verizon)

CAS is a platform that helps users / nurses submit request
to admins of CAS and communicate with them regarding the
patient details and time for pickup and destination.
The app features live tracking connectivity with fleets as well
as in-app chatting and communication between all parties.

Activations
Technology used to backup full activation campaigns

L’Oréal
Ramadan.
L’Oréal Ramadan Game is a simple game which gives
users discount Online and Offline
Barcode + Promo Code Generation
Online (E-Commerce) + Offline (In-Store)

The game is a simple game where the user tries to match
and win instant discount. The game was used in 7 Different
countries in the MENA Region and it was give the user the
ability to redeem his discount Online and Offline (In-Stores).

Camel Stickers
Web App.
Camel Web App backing up an activation campaign in
the MENA Region.
Whatsapp Stickers Server Generation Tool

Camel Stickers Web Application was launched to backup an
activation campaign to allow users to download Whatsapp
Stickers by using a QR code on the Camel pack and
selecting the stickers they like. The stickers will be
automatically sent to their mobile phone on Whatsapp.

Winston Slot
Machine.
Winston Slot Machine is a Slot Machine game
developed to backup an Activation Campaign in the
MENA Region.

Winston Slot Machine is a game developed to help people
interact with the Brand and win prizes. The game collects
data as well to be reused for marketing purposes.

Winston AR
Package.
Winston AR Package is an Augmented Reality App
created to launch the New Winston Package
Interactive Augmented Reality

The AR App is an interactive app which projects the newly
branded package of Winston in the Region and it allows the
user to view the new features of the package as well as
interact with the package.

Winston Filter
App.
Winston Filter App features Augmented Reality Filter
Augmented Reality Filters similar to Instagram

The Winston Filter app is an app created for usage in
Exhibitions and Activation Campaigns. It acts same way as
Instagram Filters yet it allows the user to save and share his
selected Filter.

Taanayel Les
Fermes.
Mobile Game based on a campaign addressing to World
Cup Russia 2018, including augmented reality feature
Augmented Reality + Social Sharing
Football Game + Levels

This app is based on a big campaign done by Taanayel Les
Fermes to turn focus around the Football Season using their
cow character.
The app allows a user to enter a draw to win multiple prizes
and reaches two types of people; It contains a fun soccer
match aiming at a cow goaly or the option of taking a video
of yourself explaining why you hate football!
The game is be launched along with 2 TVCs and a social
media campaign highlighting that you can now play and win
with Taanayel Les Fermes.

Get
In Touch.
@in2uitionsllc
in2uitions.com
info@in2uitions.com
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